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Image and video segmentation are active 
fields of research.  The current development 
of MPEG-4 illustrates this issue is of 
importance.   In this project, we have two 
goals. One is the design of real time video 
segmentation scheme. The designed scheme 
is based on the proposed RGB-Ellipse color 
model. Based on the above model, we 
perform color difference computation to 
determine the scene change between two 
frames.  Note that the transformation 
between RGB color model and RGB-Ellipse 
color model is linear.  Thus, we are able to 
effectively deal with noise and shadow 
problems in the segmentation process.  
From experimental results show the proposed 
scheme can perform real time video 
segmentation.  We also designed an 
intelligent visual monitoring system and 
distance lecturing system on the Internet 
which contains advanced features.  Readers 
may access our web site to view the result, 
http://www.can.tku.edu.tw. 
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1. LabelCount = 1
2. Clean all the elements in Label as 0
3. For K = 1 to number of elements in SeedSet
4.   (I, J) = location of element K in SeedSet
5.   if Label(I, J) = 0 then 
6.    RMean = Red intensity of (I, J)
7.    GMean = Green intensity of (I, J)
8.    BMean = Blue intensity of (I, J)
9.    AREA=1
10.    Label(I, J) = LabelCount
11.    Clean all the elements in GrowList and add 
(I, J) to GrowList
12.    if Label(I-1, J) = 0  AND ColorDiff( P(I-1, 
J), RGBMean ) is FALSE then
13.      add (I-1, J) to GrowList
14.    if Label(I+1, J) = 0 AND ColorDiff( P(I+1, 
J), RGBMean ) is FALSE then
15.      add (I+1, J) to GrowList
16.    if Label(I, J-1) = 0 AND ColorDiff( P(I, 
J-1), RGBMean ) is FALSE then
17.     add (I, J-1) to GrowList
18.    if Label(I, J+1) = 0 AND ColorDiff( P(I, 
J+1), RGBMean ) is FALSE then
19.     add (I, J+1) to GrowList
20.    For S = 2 to number of elements in GrowList
21.      (I, J) = location of element S in GrowList
22.      if Label(I, J) ≠ LabelCount then 
23.        Label(I, J) = LabelCount
24.        RMean = (RMean×AREA + Red intensity 
of (I, J) ) / (AREA+1)
25.        GMean = (GMean × AREA + Green 
intensity of (I, J) ) / (AREA+1)
26.        BMean = (BMean×AREA + Blue intensity 
of (I, J) ) / (AREA+1)
27.        AREA = AREA + 1
28.        if Label(I-1, J) = 0 AND 
ColorDiff( (I-1, J), RGBMean ) is FALSE then
29.          add (I-1, J) to GrowList
30.        if Label(I+1, J) = 0 AND
ColorDiff( (I+1, J), RGBMean ) is FALSE then
31.          add (I+1, J) to GrowList
32.        if Label(I, J-1) = 0 AND ColorDiff( (I, 
J-1), RGBMean ) is FALSE then
33.          add (I, J-1) to GrowList
34.        if Label(I, J+1) = 0 AND 
ColorDiff( (I, J+1), RGBMean ) is FALSE then
35.          add (I, J+1) to GrowList
36.      end if
37.    end loop
38.    LabelCount = LabelCount + 1
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c. RGBEllipse (1:1:1) t = 15.0
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5Networked Visual Monitoring System)及互
動式複合媒體教學系統(CAVLIS, 
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